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Abstract

Quran is the holy book for Muslims around the world. For the past fourteen centuries after its revelation, it has been preserved in all possible ways from any distortions. The huge increase in Internet usage and the spread of digital media lead to the development of many websites, services, and applications related to Quran. These efforts include the conversion of Quranic verses, translations, explanations, tafseer and other Quranic sciences into digital formats. Some of these efforts are foundless authentic. The authentication depends on correct identification of Quranic words in the text. In this paper, we introduce a novel dataset for Quranic words identification and authentication. The proposed dataset contains more than 93,000 samples with 64 features for each extracted in numerical form. The validation tests of the proposed dataset resulted high accuracy average.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Quranic words identification can be defined as determining which words belong to and are written exactly as these are written in the holy Quran. The consecutive well-ordered Quranic words form a verse. Normally, the Quranic verses are written with diacritics. According to the Arabic linguistics, the diacritics are used for distinguishing the vocal pronunciation of words and representing the vowel sounds [1]. In ordinary Arabic writing, few diacritics are commonly used. These are listed in Table 1 with their symbol and code points. However, in Quranic text writing there are many other diacritics and special symbols used to give the reader other sorts of reading guidance. We will reference all of these diacritics and special symbols as diacritics for abbreviation.

Table 1 Common diacritics used in Arabic writing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Code Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Fatha</td>
<td>١٠٥</td>
<td>U-064E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Dammah</td>
<td>١٠٦</td>
<td>U-064F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Kasra</td>
<td>١٠٧</td>
<td>U-0650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic Sukun</td>
<td>١٠٨</td>
<td>U-0652</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Muslims around the world use verses in their daily life for many reasons, such as support decision making, deduce solutions for social and religious problems, or to analyze various issues. Most of the Muslim authors quote verses as an evidence to support their conclusions and their analysis of events [2]. Quotation of verses is used not only in written publications, but it is also common in speeches, conversations, dialogs and discussions. This scientific method is popular in
Islamic societies in general and Arabs in particular [3]. According to this method, in written works, the quoted verses are distinguished from the text by many ways such as surrounded by brackets, written in standard Quranic style (known as Uthmani) with full diacritics, etc. On the other hand, Quranic verses are distinguished in oral works by reciting these verses according to the standard Quranic recitation rules or by adding the common phrases used to indicate the starting and the ending of the quoted verse, and various other vocal techniques used to distinguish verses in speech. In Islamic multimedia works various advanced graphics and sound effects techniques are utilized to distinguish verses among other multimedia content. However, in most of the less authentic works especially online recourses (forums, social networks, blogs, personal websites) writers occasionally use the scientific method of quoting and citing Quranic verses. This makes it difficult for an ordinary reader to distinguish the Quranic verses (words), Moreover the automatic text processing and natural language processing techniques (Information Retrieval Systems and Knowledge Management Systems) will work less efficiently on Arabic text in general and religious content in particular.

In this paper, we propose a novel dataset for Quranic words identification and authentication; the proposed dataset contains 93,161 samples with 64 features for each. Samples are categorized into two categories; “Quranic” and “non-Quranic”. The “Quranic” labeled samples of the dataset are collected from highly trusted resource, while the “non-Quranic” labeled samples are collected from thousands of Arabic posts downloaded from one of the biggest Arabic religious forum on the web (Muslim forum). In the rest of this paper, section 2 highlights the motivation by focusing on previous works related to Quranic verse authentication. Section 3 explains our framework in generating our dataset. Dataset features, specifications and statistics are shown in section 4. Section 5 illustrates the validation of our dataset, and finally this work is concluded in section 6.

2.0 RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

Less works are found for Quranic words identification and authentication. These studies did not consider the use of a standard dataset for the authentication purposes. Some of the works focus on authentication of Quranic quotes such as [2] in which Quranic quotes are predefined. Other previous works discussed various issues related to digital Quranic script from different aspects other than detection. A statistical study [4] aimed to protect the digital form of the Quran from corruption. The study considered the structure of the Quran in terms of number of characters in the verses and the number of verses in the chapters by representing Quranic text as a codified inference in the form of an AI natural language. Other aspects discussed by the existing studies are text information retrieval [5], semantic search [6, 7], knowledge modeling, and retrieval [8-10]. However, in all the discussed works none has used a standard dataset. The reason is that there does not exist any digital Quranic dataset encompassing all the necessary linguistic requirements.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we propose a novel dataset for Quranic words identification and authentication. Figure 1 Building dataset framework shows the research approach considered to generate the dataset and the data resources and processes.

In the used approach, we started with Quranic text provided by Tanzil.net project (step labeled 1), which is the most reliable and precise digital Quran text available on the web[11]. In Tanzil.net project digital version, Quranic text is provided in XML format, the root node of XML file is “quran” then “sura” nodes to represent chapters, and then “aya” nodes to represent verses.

Figure 2 Quranic text as in Tanzil.net XML format
As seen in the snapshot above, the root node of XML file is “quran”, then the first level of nodes (“sura” nodes) represent the chapter names of holy Quran, and the sub-nodes (“aya” nodes) represent verses. The “sura” nodes have two attributes; “name” and “index” while the “aya” nodes contain two attributes; first is the index of the verse in chapter, and second is the text of verse.

For preprocessing step (labeled 2 in our approach), the algorithm shown in Figure 3 Extracting distinctive Quranic words algorithm is developed to extract the distinctive Quranic words list (List A) from the provided Quranic text format.

**Algorithm 1:**

**Extracting Distinctive Quranic Words List**

**Input:** Quranic Text XML File provided by Tanzil.net

**Start:**

Verse Words → Ø
Distinctive Quranic Words DQW{} ← Ø

For (Chapter ∈ Document)

For (Verse ∈ Chapter)

Verse Words {} ← Verse
Loop

If Word not in Distinctive List

Distinctive Quranic Words {} ← word

End IF

Verse Words {} ← Verse Words {} - word

While Verse Words {} ≠ Ø

End // Verse in Chapter

End // Chapter in Document

**Output:** List of Distinctive Quranic Words

Figure 3 Extracting distinctive Quranic words algorithm

In the algorithm (Figure 3), we started with an empty set of Distinctive Quranic Words (DQW), then we access the text of each verse in each chapter; tokenizing the text and adding the tokens to the DQW set, with the consideration that the duplication of tokens in DQW is not allowed.

After that we labeled all the words in the list (List A) generated by the above algorithm with “Quranic” label. The number of distinctive diacritic Quranic words in the list is 18,994 words.

In generating Quranic words list no stemming, filtering, cleaning, letters replacement or consolidation processes were performed because of saving the Quranic words from any kind of distortion. To generate a non Quranic words list, the standard Arabic datasets were investigated: First, two famous news datasets are downloaded namely Kaleej-2004 [12] and Watan-2004 [13]. These Arabic corpus are composed of Arabic texts for text categorization. The corpus Khaleej-2004 contains 5,690 documents. It is divided into 4 topics (categories). The corpus Watan-2004 contains 20,291 documents organized in 6 topics (categories). However, the words extracted from these datasets are useless for the problem in hand because datasets’ texts are preprocessed and many considerable features are already removed. Other less famous Arabic datasets available on Internet are also found to be suffering from various problems. For example, the Arabic dataset offered by Abuaiadh [14] have only 6,726 non-Quranic diacritic words. This number of non-Quranic diacritic words is small in comparison with the number of Quranic words that is 18,994. The main consideration of the proposed dataset is to make the Quranic words distinguished from a crowd of non-Quranic words, so that a huge number of non-Quranic diacritic words is required. Moreover, the researchers who conducted Arabic language related research, for example, Arabic language Identification [15-18] used their own homemade datasets by collecting Arabic web pages from the Internet. Because the existing Arabic datasets are insufficient to meet the goal, we collected 114,398 Arabic forum posts (step 3 in Figure 2) from Muslim Net forum. Muslim Net forum is one of the biggest Islamic forums on the web containing more than 2,600,000 post sin 351,429 threads, with more than 66,100 active users. The threads in Muslim Net forum are distributed into 21 categories in various life aspects such as religion, politics, news, multimedia, computer hardware, software, design, education, and other categories. The categories are not in the consideration for this dataset. However, the diversity of topics reflects the diversity of non-Quranic words as the Quranic words have approximately the same diversity.

To extract non-Quranic words from the downloaded files we conducted three steps (steps labeled 4, 5, and 6 in framework). The preprocessing step (step 4) includes removing HTML tags, removing non-Arabic letters, punctuations, special characters, and numbers. Then, the Arabic text was extracted and tokenized. The number of Arabic words extracted from these pages is 148,631 distinctive words. Filtration process was performed (step 5) against the Quranic words list. Finally, after removing the extremely diacritics words and the words containing too many letters (mostly incorrect words), a list of non-Quranic words is built and labeled as “non-Quranic” (the output of steps 3 to 5 is (List B) a list of non-Quranic diacritic words). The generated list contains 148,333 non-Quranic diacritic words. For this dataset and its evaluation process half of these words are considered.

Next step is the merging of list A and list B to construct the compound list of words. From this compound list the features will be extracted as discussed in the subsequent section.

### 4.0 Dataset Features, Specifications and Statistics

In the proposed dataset, the Arabic letters, Arabic diacritics, and special symbols that appear in Quranic text are considered as the main features. The Figure 4 Example of words in compound list shows an example
of words in the generated compound list and their labels.

![Figure 4 Example of words in compound list](image)

From these main features, other four features are calculated including: number of letters; number of diacritics; percentage of letters; and the percentage of diacritics for each sample. Figure 5 Dataset features and their order shows the features and their order in the dataset.

![Figure 5 Dataset features and their order](image)

As seen in Figure 5 Dataset features and their order, there are 64 features divided in 3 categories as follows:

- First is the “Diacritics” category (the features surrounded by the bold border in the figure) consisting of 20 Arabic diacritics and other special Quranic symbols.
- Second is the “Letters” category consisting of 35 Arabic letters’ shapes. Standard Arabic alphabet sethas 28 letters. However, some of these letters are written indifferent forms according to the position of the letter in the word and other considerations. For example, the first letter in Arabic alphabet which is “Alif” can be written in many forms such “أ”, “إ”, “ا”, and “آ”.In most of the Arabic text mining, classification, and language identification approaches, these forms are consolidated in one form[2]. However, in Quranic studies, especially in identification and authentication, it is not proper to change or replace any of the original Quranic scripture properties. The letters category features are the features with shaded background in Figure 5 Dataset features and their order.
- Third is the “Statistical” features of each sample. It consists of four features including: Dc, Lc, Dr and Lr that represent Diacritics count, Letters count, Diacritics ratio, and Letters ratio, respectively.

These features are ordered in the dataset as f1, f2, ..., f63, f64. To interpret the order of each feature from Figure 5 Dataset features and their order, consider the numbers in the most left column are tens, and the numbers in the upper row are ones. The order of the feature is the sum of its row’s tens and column’s ones. For example, the order of feature “٤٤” is 41, since it is in the row labeled 4 (i.e., 40) and column labeled 1 (i.e., 40+1 = 41), and so on.

Based on these features categories, Table 2 shows the main specification of the proposed dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Features Category</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of samples in Dataset</td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Quranic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage in Dataset</td>
<td></td>
<td>79.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Length of word</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.4191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Diacritics Count</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters Count</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diacritics Ratio</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters Ratio</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Diacritics Count</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters Count</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diacritics Ratio</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters Ratio</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Diacritics Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diacritics Ratio</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters Ratio</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As seen in Table 2, the dataset contains non-Quranic and Quranic words of about 80% and 20%, respectively. The total number of samples in both classes is 93,161 samples. The average lengths of words are 7.4191 and 9.946 for both classes in same order, while the maximum and minimum values of diacritics count (Dc) and letters count (Lc) for both classes are approximately the same due to the filtration process conducted earlier during non-Quranic words generation. Figure 6 shows dataset’s words length distribution.

As can be seen from Figure 6 above, words lengths (length is the sum of Dc and Dl features) for both categories (Quranic and non-Quranic) is between 1 and 22. For Quranic category, highest frequency is on words with length of 9 characters, while the highest frequency is for words of length 5 characters in non-Quranic category. Figure 7 shows the word frequencies based on diacritics and letters count.

![Figure 6 Class based Words length distribution](image-url)
To validate the proposed dataset, various tests based on Naïve Bayes (NB) classification algorithm are performed with ten-fold cross-validation. Table 3 shows the results of these tests in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall.

### Table 3 Accuracy, precision, and recall results of naïve bayes classification with cross-validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size*</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Quranic Precision</th>
<th>Quranic Recall</th>
<th>Non-Quranic Precision</th>
<th>Non-Quranic Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>88.45</td>
<td>99.25</td>
<td>41.98</td>
<td>87.46</td>
<td>99.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>87.84</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>40.99</td>
<td>86.71</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>87.95</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>41.21</td>
<td>86.84</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>88.08</td>
<td>99.75</td>
<td>41.39</td>
<td>87.00</td>
<td>99.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.0 VALIDATION

Figure 7: Diacritics and Letters count Frequencies
As seen in Table 3, the accuracy in the three experiments is between 87.84% and 88.45%, the average of accuracy is 88.08%, while the average precision is between 99.75% and 87.00% for Quranic and non-Quranic classes, respectively. The relatively high accuracy achieved compared to the limited percentage of samples used indicates the possibility of achieving higher accuracy in the case of using full dataset samples for training the classifier.

6.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has introduced a novel data set for Quranic words identification and authentication. The proposed dataset is created to overcome the problem of nonexistence of standard dataset to be used in the statistical machine learning Quranic studies. The dataset consists of all Quranic diacritic words (20% of the dataset), in addition to more than 74,000 diacritic non-Quranic words. Arabic letters, common Arabic diacritics, special Quranic symbols, and some statistical properties are extracted as the samples’ features. Validation of the dataset shows an average accuracy of about 88% using the Naïve Bayes Classifier based on a balanced sample consisting of at most 20% of the dataset. The research community can freely access the proposed dataset by contacting the first author of this paper through http://thabit.sabbah.weds.com/publications.htm. Our future work will focus on extracting more features and adding more non-Quranic diacritic samples for better classification results.
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